Discourses of Voluntary Action:
North East Local Authorities
Workshop
29 April 2019
Lamseley Room,
Gateshead Civic Centre

Overview
•
•
•
•
•
•

9.30: Preliminaries and warming up
10.00: Presentation of emerging findings
10.30: Roundtable discussions
11.35: Plenary discussion
11.55: Closing
12.00: Lunch and networking

Aim:
To consider the local impact of national
policy developments in the 2010s, and how
these affect who delivers social welfare
services for children, young people and older
people
Image: Emily Samson, Old Age in the New World (London: Pilot Press, 1945)

On your
tables, in
small groups
please discuss
the following
questions…..

What words come to mind when you think
of ‘charity’, or ‘voluntary and community
sector’?
What do you think the appropriate role
should be for voluntary and community
action in delivering/supporting local
services?

Should the voluntary and community sector
do more? Or less? Or things differently?

ESRC-funded Discourses of
Voluntary Action project
• Examining the debates that have taken place on
the role, position and contribution of voluntary
action in the provision of welfare in the 1940s
and 2010s – two ‘transformational moments’
• Comparing and contrasting public, state/political
and voluntary sector discourses
• Using three narratives: public, state, voluntary
sector

1940s – a moving frontier?
• 1945 Labour government under Attlee enacts
ambitious ‘cradle to grave’ legislative programme
expanding state’s role in welfare – but…
• …Voluntary action embedded in British culture –
the voluntary spirit will endure
• Meeting additional needs; innovating (‘blazed
trails’); ‘schools in the practice of democracy’
• …Neither the state nor voluntary organisations can
provide welfare services alone
• Need for partnership (‘[state] can not cover the
whole field of human welfare’); particular role
in leisure and provision for youth and child-care
• Challenges the idea that Labour was hostile
towards voluntary action

The State has taken over many things which occupied the
philanthropists of the early nineteenth century—
elementary education and housing, for example…
That means merely that there is a perpetually moving
frontier for philanthropic action… there will always be
fresh pioneering things to be done by voluntary action.

Lord Beveridge, 1949, House of Lords Debate on Voluntary Action
(HL Deb 22 June 1949 vol 163 cc75-136)

1940s
• shift to the left

2010s
• ongoing rightward shift

• social democratic, state • neo-liberal, state
expanding, welfare
retrenching, welfare
project
project

Context matters
in developing
discourses

• collectivist spirit of
reconstruction

• individualist/populist
spirit

• austerity…

• austerity…

• role of the media

• role of the media

• trust in charities

• trust in charities

• a pragmatic
partnership between
the state and
voluntary action

• an increasingly
antagonistic
environment for
voluntary action

State narratives: from Big Society
to the Civil Society Strategy
Early 2010s
• Promoting the ‘Big Society’ – state failure, social
action and new responsibilities for citizens and
communities
• Open public services and social investment –
‘broken’ system, choice, blending financial return
and social impact, building a market open to all
Mid-2010s
• Sticking to the knitting – increasing antagonism
e.g. Lobbying Act, contract clauses
• Need to strengthen governance and leadership –
e.g. House of Lords Select Committee
Late 2010s – coming full circle?
• Collaboration and co-creation – e.g. Civil Society
Strategy - social value, responsibility,
accountability, removing bureaucratic interference

Public narratives: Thinking about welfare & charity
Five words for welfare state

Five words for charity

Voluntary narratives: back
on the defensive?
• ‘Unsettlement’ following period of growth during New
Labour (expansion of infrastructure support,
‘mainstreaming’, regeneration, partnership, etc)

• Sense of vulnerability and fragility: changing funding
sources and mechanisms; scandals; concerns about
public trust; struggling to engage with government
• Differentiation and fragmentation? Big versus small;
national versus local; differences across policy fields
• Dismantling of infrastructure: closures; mergers;
restructures; refocusing; repositioning

• Organisations on the defensive? Securing future;
strengthening governance and leadership

Unifying strategic
narratives?

• A challenging time for voluntary action: austerity
(less funding, more demand), sector agnosticism,
‘bad media’, threats to public trust
• Voluntary action is essential to democracy, but
its important campaigning and advocacy role is
being stifled / weakened
• Voluntary action has a role to play in
transforming public services: prevention, reach,
innovation, voice – BUT different positions across
the sector on what this should look like
• Voluntary action complements, but differs from,
the state and the market, yet distinctions are
being blurred – need to chart a new relationship BUT not clear what this should look like
• Universal welfare system under threat, at time
when needs are rising – BUT muted debate?

Local impacts of national policies
• Emphasis on the local
• Cuts to local authority budgets –
doing more with less
• Rise in household poverty
• Geographical inequalities
• Policy emphasis on finding local
solutions
• Renewed questions about capacity of
communities

Roundtable Discussion
1. In the light of the emerging research findings, and your own
experience, how would you characterise the relationship
between councils and voluntary and community action today?
2. What is the potential for the VCS to do more and step in to
deliver/support local services (children, young people, older
people)?
• How may it be supported to do so?
• What are the challenges and dilemmas?
• Is there a role for the private sector?

Plenary Discussion
• Reflections back from the
roundtables
• Key issues to take forward
• Westminster Briefing
September 2019
• Come to our end of project
conference, 2nd July, Friends
House, London

Thank you for coming!
For more information on our research see:
https://discoursesofvoluntaryaction.wordpress.com/
Mass Observation Directive 112, April 2018
(http://www.massobs.org.uk/mass-observation-projectdirectives)
http://theconversation.com/an-end-to-want-diseaseignorance-squalor-and-idleness-why-the-beveridgereport-flew-off-the-shelves-in-1942-88097

